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A Model for Development of New 
Educational Theories in a Changing Society 

I. Introduction  

On his visit to the • Soviet Union John.Dewey entered a 

realm in which a society in a process of self-shaping was adopting 

the essence of the progressive thought of education.' The fact that 

the Soviet society had formulated its social aims in such a :definite 

way and translated them to educational terms led'Dew,ey to describe • 

the situation sympathetically, defining it as unique .2  Dewey really 

believed. that this situation was óf advantage to the development of 

progressive education. His statement has been skeptically réceiVed' 

by historians of education .3  The contradiction' between his theory 

and the circumstances he met in Russia did riot prevent him from see-

ing  the future of progressive education ih that society optimisti- 

cally 4 Dewey's description and assessment was inaccurate on two' 

points: First, his impression that the 'Soviet Union was the first 

whole society to adopt the theory of the,new education, and, second,- 

and more important to our discussion here, in his unrealistic view 

of the future development of the progressive education in that 

-society. 

This paper seeks to dèscribe and to evaluate a similar 

situation in which the basis concepts of progressive education were 

adopted by a society in themaking -it is concerned with the alli- 

 ance between progressive concepts in education and the Labor Mové- 

ment in Bretz-Israels  through the'years 1921-1939. This was an era 

of fulfillment of,,the Jewish national,rejuvenationn in Eretz-Israel 



in which the Labor Movement played a central role. That social 

movement'became a dóminant element.in the Jewish community as well 

as in:the state of Israel until the present. 

The study of the facts and the processes which were in- 

volved in creating the alliance between the Labor Movement and 

progressive"'educátión can enable us to formulate the general basic 

assumptions set forth below: 

1) The'probability•of new pedagogical ideas, which have 

a social significance, and their implementation being' recognized as 

the way of education of a certain society is conditioned by the 

quality of their relations with a'society in a process of shaping new 

forms. Substantial, or sometimes associative, similarity or paral-

lelism of the basic pedagogical concepts-to the ideals guiding the 

society, 'create the background for such an alliance. 

2) A socity, resting on rejection of tradition and on 

the creation ofa new social order that is a "man-centered" society, 

.is open to adopt educational concepts such as those of progressive

education. The typical process of crystalization which takes place 

in such a society begins with an emphasis upon the freedom of the 

individual and continues with the shaping of "society-centered" 

forms of,life and social institutions. These forms are organized 

on centralized or even totalitarian principles purporting to pre- 

sent the basic social ideas while demanding the conformity and uniform- 

ity of the individuals. When that process took place in societies, in

particular socialistic onés.such as the Labor Movement in Eretz- 

Israel, it created the background for alliance With the new ideas 

in education. 



These assumptions regarding the course of affairs which

occurred in Eretz-Israel lead us to the cónclusion'that'progres-

siveeeducation there has been going through three stages of, de- 

velopment. Those stages may serve as a 'possible model to evaluate 

the interrelationship•of a changing $ociety'and eduçation'in 

similar conditions: 

1) The stage of pedagogical experimentation. This is 

a period of social heterogeneity', of belief in social ideas and 

in ,the possibility of their accomplishment. It is' a period   in

which there is no central organizational authority, and thus 

permits various expréssions of'social life, including education. 

Educators and educationists have tried in different societies to

realize in that stage their new concepts:of education. 

,2) The stage of the- pedagdgical movèment, characterized 

by mutual interaction between the school and its close social 

.environment. The ideal of the new society, which became concrete 

in this situation acted upon both the school and its surrounding 

society. The school tried to build itself as an embryo of a 

Aociety. The teacher became the dynamic factor in determining the 

methods of education and its contents, in relation to the surround-

ing society in the making. 

3) In the third stage, which is generally a consequence 

Of crystalization of social forms and of a struggle between the 

new society and diffetent social and political forms, the pedagog-

ical movement became an educational system with all the typiy l 

qualities. The main character of this stage was the dependence of 



thl.education.úpon-the ideology, the daily intérests,.the central 

institutions and the symbols of the formed society as whole.

the educational authority hired and fired teachers, supervised 

schools,,p•1eparéd programs and promulgated administrative and 

organizational riles. Loyalty to the social movement and its 

institutions bécame the' main criterion for selecting teachers. 

The question, whether such a process finally leads to 

a significant and' s.ubstantial change in. the quality of the ideas 

and doncepts .of the new ,educational approach remains without decisive 

answer. The fate•of new ideas in education depends on the char- 

acter of the society in which they ate expressed 6n the processes which 

take•place within that society, and.particularly on the social, 

political,.and economic forms which are.finally obtained. 

Progressive education .in Eretz-Israel has. gone through ' 

these three stages. However its development shaped original forms 

of education. The basic concepts of that education were adopted by the 

Labor Movtment. That movement arose in a pluralistic society which got

its strength and forms by'continuous struggle, a struggle that 

was caused by meaningful differc.nces between social groups in the 

perc ption of the Jewish desired sovereignty and its fulfillment. 

The Labor Movement itself was not homogeneous either. It consisted 

of several political parties: 

The construction of the Jewish society since.the turn of the 

century and the' processes which took place in'it may be used as. a 

background for a better understanding of what happened to progressive 

education in Ereta-Israel. That background will be described brief-

ly below. 



II. The Jewish Cdmmunity in Eretz-Israel, 1919-1939 

The national and political organization of the Jewish 

'commùnity in Eretz-Israel began before the British yyonquest in ' 

1918. Some attempts to organize that part of the community which 

shared thé goal of national rejuvenation were made at the turn 

of the century. However, until the end of World War I, the 

community was so widely seperate and divergent that it was char-

acterized by the lack of any common trait except religion. There 

was no common culture, language or economy, and the absence of a 

national-organization was the most significant lack. The World 

Zionist Organization established, a few years ago, as responsible 

for advancing the case for establishing a national home for the, 

Jewish people ands presented the organized community in the coun- 

try on most political issues. The efforts to organize the Jewish 

community to assure its proper representation in the'new regime 

led to the' first general elections, in 1921, to choose the Assembly 

of.Representatives which was formed to operate as a legislative 

body.6 It was agreed that this bqdy would represent the organized ' 

community in issues related:td civic matters, whereas 'issues 'related 

to political. matters, in particular negotiation for the creation of 

a national home in Eretz-Isragl, would be the responsibility of the, 

World Zionist Organization. Such an agreement did not prevent dissent

on certain issues, such as the question of who would be in chàrge of 

the national education system in thé country.? The authority of the 

.Assembly of Representatives during the twenties wes limited because 

its power rested on the€good will of a voluntary society, and on the



necessity to get the consent and the approval of--the British 

Mandate government for proposed regulations before they could' 

!go, nto effect. 

Pluralism was, the basic tenet of the organized part

of the Jewish community in Eretz-Israel. This pluralism was

reflected in the fact thät the Assembly of Representatives consisted 

Of splits, sectors, and parties-básed on vocational, religious, 

cultural, regional and sexual attributes. Against this political 

background the máin two labor-parties appeared, presenting a

relatively more cohesive and rational front.8 

In 1920 these same parties had established the General 

Organization of the Jewish Workers in Eretz-Israel, a union which 

included both rural and urban workers. That organization became 

the most cohesive and dominant force in social and political life 

and.has remained so from that time on, until toçlay. The Labor Move- 

ment as a whole held the social and political hegemony in the elect-

éd, institutions of the Jewish settlement. 9 

At, the same timer thé Labor Movement, through the General 

Workers Organization'provided for the needs of its members„in a wide 

spectrum of life, including culturepand education. Since the ha- 

tional and political authority during the twenties drew its power 

from loyalty rather than law., the leadership of the Labor Movement 

was strongly opposed by aome social groups, who were located , in 

political terms, to the center and the right inithe political spec- 

truth. Many of these groups were concentrated in the agricultural 

colonies established by philanthropic companies or individuals, 



and many were in the city of Tel Aviv. The Labor Movement itself 

as mentioned already was not homogeneous. The differenceg between 

_ the two major parties, until they joined in 1930-were'substantial: 

"Hapoel Hazair" (the Young Worker) party developed the ideology 

of national rejuvenation based on productive work as away of•life 

and on the establishment of a new society characterized by social 

justifie and morality. "Hachdut Haavoda" (the United Work) party, y 

the bigger one, in the beginning believed in an inevitable con- 

flict between classes because of the incompatibility of their inter- 

ests•. In time that ideology became more moderate and flexible anç2 the: 

party developed a new policy concept defined as "from class to peo-

ple", based,on national cooperation among divergent groups. 

The waves df emigration after the turn.of the century 

brought groups of pioneers who established new tpes.of agricultural 

settlements in order to create a new national life,' basèd on principles 

of cooperation and collectivism. New social concepts, in paxiticular 

those that stressed, the inevitable class struggle, were brought by 

pioneers from east Europe. Inspired by the Soviet revolution, these 

immigrants tried to apply socialistic beliefs to the reality they met 

in the new land. 

Since 1924, not only have revolutionary. concepts bean in the 

focus of social controversy, but also such a reality has existed. On? 

' the one hand, a proletariat of hired workers and members of rural and 

communal settlements, and, on the other hand employers, merchants, and 

other property owners. 

Such a social heterogeneity tended to be fertile soil, 



,psychologically as well as practically, for class confrontation. 

The social tension increased to its peak during the thirties:. 

Parallel institutions attached to political parties and movements 

were established to provide social. services to their members. How-' 

ever, the authority of the central national institutions not de- 

creased but instêad has gradually incre7sga within a democratic 

framework. Unlike other new societies', that national society was" 

not built on economic and industrial foundations. The common aim 

shared bÿ the majority, formulated. in ideological terms, was the 

achievement of Jewish rejuvenation in both the political and social. 

arées. 

The social state of affairs became a background for plur 

aiism in education as well. Social and political heterogeneity led 

.to the'creation of an original type of educational system:' It was 

divided into three trends .or s6-systems: Religious education, 

General education, and the education of the Labor Movement, accord- 

ing to their dependence on a wide social orpolitical framework. 

This educational system'existed until 1953 when the Israeli par-

liaient enacted the` State Education law. 

The Labor Movement kept a firm'hold oh its pedagogical 

independence, and, until 1939, on the administrative independence 

of its educational system as well. .'his iiidepeñdence became a 

sourcg of confrontation and struggle in the Jewish settlement dur-

in4 the, twenties apd mainly the thirties and the conflict reflected 

the state of political and social relations within.the society as 

''a whole. 



Tho situación o 'a society in the making, on done hand, 

and of pluralism in education, on the other, enabled those educators 

who had initiative, to implement their ideas if they could recruit 

students, for their school and get material resources. The possi- 

bilities for educational innovation have been reduced with the crys- 

talization of the national system of education.. A little group of 

educators, which was familiar with the new educational thought, that 

is, the concepts       of progressive education, attempted to implement 

their`belief. Few of them were very dynamic, and at the time they 

affiliated with the'Làbor Movement. That alliance established thé 

, background for our basic assumptions regarding the development of 

progressive education in Eretz-Israel. 

III. Stage A: Pedagogical Exoerimeríts 1915-1924  

Acquaintance with the new educational thought sta4„ed in 

Eretz-Israel at the beginning of the century. Jtwish educators who 

received their professional training in Europe had an interest in 

the application of the basic concepts of progressive education to 

''questions of Jewish national rdjuvenation. A few of these. educators 

became familiar with these ideas in Germany, Switzerland, and'othérs 

learned them from Shatsky's work in Russia. 

The periodical called "Education" was estáblished in 1911 by 

the Teachers' Organization. During the first year, it published a 

few articles surveying new theories of education, such as those of 

J. Dewey, Kershensteiner, and others-0 Those ideas were supported 

within the company of educators in Eretz-Israel. Some educators 

advocated these ideas as suitable for official ádoptatibn by the 

national society as a whole. 



Even.abroad,. this trend in education received attention and support 

from Jewish educators, mainly those in eastern Europe who advocated 

a synthesis between the idea of nationalism and that of education 

through work.11 According to that, perception, a society which has 

passel from a stage of longing fora divine salvation to a stage Of, 

self-fulfillment/ must seek to create a new man, active and ready to

participate in the national task. Progressive education was expected 

to be an answer to that need. 

There were no progressive schopls in.Eretz-Israel+at that' 

time, nevertheless',- there weré, here .and there, educators who tried 

. to implement, according to their own views, the basib concepts of the 

new education. Some of these educational experiments were made in 

"the 'city, but most were in rural ateas, and in particular in they 

communal and cooperative social unit, the kibbutz. These experiments 

were also Inspired and motivated by the ideals of the new social 

surroundings. It is useless to attempt to identify the impact of'.a 

definite educational direction on that educational thought and prac- 

tice. However, it can be described as an influence of the atmosphere 

of,dissatisfaction with traditional education, on one hand and the 

gene al progressive approach, on.the other. It is imnpossible to 

state definitely when the first attempt was made in the country to 

apply the new concepts of education. Apparently, however, the first 

systematic experiment was' made in the years 1915-1916 in a smali 

agricultural colony, near Jerusalem, called Har-Tuv. D. Edelson, who 

was in charge of the school, claimed that the traditional elementary 



school didn't adjust itself to the demands of life"for two reasons: 

neither society nor parents we`re interested'in education and teach- 

ers lacked knowledge and proper prepáration to use new and useful 

méthods. He determined three goals he wished to..achieve: (1) to 

'keep the program in general terms the same as in the elementary 

schoól in,Eretz--Israel; (2) to changé and improve the methods, 

according' to local conditions; .(.3). to have the students themselves 

write, learning and reading banks which would reflect their immediate 

environment12  That educator was influenced by some Of the German 

educators such,as Kershensteiner, Sharrelmann, and others13  Among 

them were those who advocated the social tren'l of progressive edu- 

catión, but most directed their attention to the individual student 

and to the learning method'4. It seems  to be a reliable statement 

that the learning method had -the most significant impact on that 

educational experience. The natural ánd social surroundings of the 

school,'including climate, agriculture, and rural, way of 

life,, were used. to give the child, an experience appropriate to his 

psychological development. Although the influence: of German progres-

sive thought is clear, it is interesting to mention that we can 

definitely identify elements which were expressed by John Dewey a 

few years ago. 5 

Two events, involved in establishing the progressive trend, 

in education, deserve to be stressed First, a small group of edu-

cators established a new school named Kindergarten and private 

School of Work.16  One of the prominent members of this group was 

the educator who worked, a few years ago, in Hár-Tuv. Second, that 

group established connections with Z.Bernfeld,; an Aústrian•psycho-s 



analyst, and a distinguïshed 'advocate of the 'ew educatión, who 

was director of the Institute for : Research ,in• Ch .ldhood .and 'youth: 

A periodical, printed,in Hebrew, Galled "The New Education in 

Eretz-Israel” was the,main result of;thdt cooperation17 In 1920, 

that ,group pzeSented be'fbxe the irrst .assèmbly of the ,organized 

Jewish teachers the plan. to  establish the School of Work. 18 This' 

was the ' f jrs t time, a detáile'cl descriptïóh;of t e, new 'edircation i 

Aúrope was presented-in Eretz-Is'ràe1 ançl the School of Work, to be

established was also sketched. - 

The próposal encountered various í~éws ..arts opinions.-

Generally there were three types-of reactions. (1) Some responded

as, advocates, claiming' that such an experience mi'ght help topro-

vide a proper answer to the need for education for a life of work. 

(2) Others viewed it in positive terms, buk assessed the idea of 

a national system of learning through work as. an utopian one. (3) 

The third'group strongly opposed the idea, arguing that such a 

school would be unconnected to Jewish roots, and would result in, 

ignorance. Finally, t the end, óf 1921, the school was established 

.and ,.had the moral encouragement of the British Mandate government 

And of public and professional groups, mainly because of its private 

'nature. An interesting fact is that the founders of the school, 

while. becoming familiar with the German expressions of the New 

Education, wished to follow in a' general way Dewey's methods.19

Basically, the school in daily operation relied on the four following 

prirlciplese

1) Learning by work 

2) Léarning by experience 



3) Learning through accidental and unscheduled ' 
opportunities 

4) Creating a ndw social' and educational atmos 
phere in school.  

',In October, ,1922; the new magazine, calle& "The New Fduç-

ation.in Eretz-Israel" was published once and no more. Its editors, 

the founders of the School of Work, defined the state of progressive 

education in Eretz-Israel as a stage•of imitation, but they clearly 

expressed their hope to pave an originaL way for education apprópri- 

ate to the specific conditions of the Jewish society in the• 

çountr 2Ó 

In 1924, after two yèars of autº}zomy, the School of Work 

became the,first city's school of workers' children under the•owner- 

ship and supervision of, the Committee of Culture of the Workers' 

General,Organization. The name of the school was changed to Home of 

Education for Workers' Children. 

During,, those two years of the School of Work existence, 

.other attempts were made in both the urban and the rural areas to 

follow the ideas of the new era in education. Generally, these attempts 

were the result of p,prsonal initiative, and were not connected one 

to'another. However, the School of Work became the nucleus of that 

trend. 

There is no doubt that the dominant factor in paving the way 

for progressive education at that stage was the educators themselves. 

The attention of the surrounding society was given'to'economic, social 

and day-to-day issues rather than to problems of éducation. It is 

important to emphasize that an analysis of various teachers' reports 



of that time reveals no specific educational influence but shows the 

impact of a climate whic became idespread after the turn.of the W 

century. That'climate in Eretz-Israel consisted 'of (1) th e common 

ideas ,of progressive education. in East and West Europe and•to some 

degree in the U.S.A., 12) the pedagogical and social views. of the 

educator,.(3) the social environment in which the educator worked. 

Generally speaking, although the necessi-ty df education to be match- 

ed'to the new national aims and needs ,nevertheless, it was' the individual 

approach of the progressive education that characterized the eudcational 

deed in .that tfine. A free choice of the. student used as" a practical , 

principle, while.the surrounding,in which the student, had to reach his 

experience, was based on various factors, inclüding'his peer group. 

As in other societies, those attempts and experiments; mainly 

the private School of Work, became. the pioneer and light of an educa-. 

tional approach which intended to lead a•pedagogical movemenit.,•More- 

over, those attempts, and the progressives who .carried them on., have 

tried to suggest educational solutions to'a new society in .the.making, 

based on new social values. In the next stage, the alliance between 

the two trends was established'. 

IV. Stage B:  Progressive Education. as a Pedagogical Movement 1924-1930  

The social processes described in the introduction have de- 

veloped•in two directions. A social network of the Labor Movement and 

its institutions was established, and oh the other hand, the social 

'units which constituted that network got their own forms and shapes. 



The communal agrarian forms of life have belonged to the Labor Move- 

meat, but at the beginning, each of them was a soCial'unit,'a-lmost 

entirely independent, in particular in matters of culture and eduóat- 

ion. The interest Of the social unit as a whole in questions of 

.education grew with the increase in the number'of its children. A. 

mutual connection between school and society became stronger. Such 

a.1nutual relationship laid_ the foundation far the alliance between 

Progressive Education and the social ideas of the Labor Movement. 

 Unlike the workers in the cities and in the colonies who maintained 

a proletarian spirit of life within .a hostile .neighborhood,;those 

who. lived in rural areas established forms áf social life, communal 

in their very nature, which were built as republics of workers21 

aiming to realize social ideas and a homogeneous way of life, and 

creating a culture which is unique. 

From the' educational point oe•view, the centrai and common aim; 

acceptable since the middle of the twenties, was described as "Contin- 

uity", that is to say, .the aim was to assure that the new generation 

would be ready to continue the way paved by the founders' generation 

in particular, in those communal and•semi-communal settlements. 

The rejection of the well-established educational systems': 

The General and the Religious education laid the foundation.for both 

an alliance with a new educational approach and an independent system 

of education run by the institutions of the Labor Movement. It is of 

remarkable significante that the first formulated ideas of how to 

educate: workers' children were put before the public by the founders 

of the private School of Work.22 Furthermore,. they offered their 

school as the first one in the city for the workers' children, to be 



owned and supervised by the institutions of the Labor Movement.

The relevant question is why a heterogeneous society in 

the process of formation, rooted ideologically in the Jewish 

heritage as well as in'the new social trends, .adopted pedagogical 

concepts of' the Progressive Education. One an argue that thé 

. answer is embodied'jn the questibn itself: the consciousnes. of 

being different, the 1í terogeneity, and most of all, what se med 

to be similiarity between the pedagogical concepts and the. social

values. Two values'became common and widespread in that society

'the wish to return to'productive work as a way of life!, in; particular 

manual work, #hdthe aim to. set-up 'a new social order, builtupon 

social justice, :cooperation, acid equality. Those ideas were Close 

to two of-the bases€of the progregsive method in 'education: the 

self experience, expressed by the condition    of the necessity for

active learning, ' and the 'creation .of a proper   environment for that, 

experience, in particular an approptiate social setting. That simil-

arity established the background for the public     discussion concern-

ing the suitability of those pedagogical concepts       to the basic-needs 

of the Labor Movement in Eretz-Isreal. At the end of .1923, the  School of 

Work became the first Home of Education for  Workers' Children in the 

city. Pedagogically, it was run by the the educators who founded it two years ago as a privat school,

but during1924 controversies relating

to educational policy arose between the educational staff and the

representatives of the Labor Movement's institutions. Confrontations

and controversies occurred in the rural settlements'as well. The

more radical the' social unit was, the more  systematic and intense was



the-public discussion in regard to the kind of education needed. 

The progressive belief which connected educator's to a 

common activity, the initial relationship between that education 

and the social, units of the Labor Movement, the public discussion re- 

,garding`the educational methods to be adopted,and last, the ,Attempts 

to, realize the new educational theories in the schools, established 

the bases for the transformation of the educational'experiments into. 

'a Pedagogical Movement during the second half of the twenties. '.,Reform- 

ulation of educational aims-was no longer _only an expression of a 

„radical approach of educators and educationists, but also was one of, 

the main results of a significant change in social forms of ltffe and 

in the increased social awareness of the need of appropriate education

As one of the Labor Movement leáders wrote: "Behind us, demolished 

schools. We look forward to a future society which educates its child- 

ren with vigor. We•wish to destroy and to rebuild...ther.efoge, we 

must create a tÿpe,of education appropriate t0,our-~reality and aspir- 

23 ations. The issue of education for us is á question of survival:"

The term Pedagogical Movement is based on several charact- 

eristics, expressing dynamics in the process of shaping, educational 

qualities, as will be described below. Although the Pedagogical 

Movement is a well-known concept, we would like'to define it in 

   sociological terms. These terms were used in 1930 by one of the 

progressives id"Eretz-Israel.24'fè argued that educational experiment 

tries to pave a way for educational movement, "..:the latter arises 

from the existing Situation within the society. Educational experi-

rhent is impossible unless it is conditioned in social circumstances, 



and its future projection directed to a social context."25 From tlhr

social-point of view, the educational concepts embodied in the 

experiments are generally best absorbed after a turning point in 

national life or in a situation of'adjustment to a new country. In 

these eras, new educatioñal rr>pvements that' extiress the .contradiction 

between' the new anc;4tho traditinal are rising. He has tried to 

identify.suEA a movement in,the Soviet Union, in the Uhited States, 

and in Eretz-Îsrael.. The new' Jewish societyj.in the' 'country was 

in a stage of readjustment and was attempting to form a new way of 

life.'- That social construction was characterized by several things: 

economic'weaknessabsence of a strong social organization, a multi- 

plicity óf languages, weakness of•tradition, and search for a new self- 

identity. 26 'According to that sociological analysis, these character- 

istics create the soil for the cooperation between the new society,  

(the Labor Movtrrent) , and the nec4 ;education, that is to say, they set 

the.stage for the Pedagogical Movement. This cooperation pulled the 

.educational experiment from its isolation and gave it the dynamic 

diménsion bf;a movement. 

Three central traits characterized progressive education in 

Eretz-Israel as a Pedagogical Movement: l)The Mutual Relationship be-

tweeñ the school and it immediaté adult society in the crystalization 

of eduçational forms, 2) the educator as a dynamic element anda 

pedagogical authority, 3) the formulation of educational foundations 

in a dynamic synthesis between educational concepts and social ideas. 

These traits• deserve a more detailed description,.because,of their 

unjquerivss. 



1: School and Society  

To avoid internal controversies, educators in the Labor 

Movement in Eretz-Israel described educatidnal work in a general 

mann. "The common goal of our educatibnis tó.train the young-

27 ster to realize pxoductiye and creative life." Such a general 

definition does not differentiate  between the tWo main elémnts 

which established the school environment: the• natural close society 

and the larger, "omprehensive one. .The relations between the sçhool 

and the close society have genertally been direct, while the connect-

ions between the school and the larger society has been Indirect and 

has generally been maintained•by institutions, parties,   and symbols. 

The stage of Pedagogical Movement is characterized by direct and Mutua 

relation between the school and its sirzounding society. In the stage 

in which we deal, that society'has based on pure democratic, qualities 

aricl all issues "were arider• the control of the' general assembly of the 

adult society. A way--of life and culture bad not yet been shaped, 

not only because this' was the initial stage of development, but be-

cause bp decisive answer'could be found :to the fundamental question: 

exactly what forms, have to be shaped?. The general direction was agreed 

:upon.''Allthe rest,, including education was in a process of clari-

fication and creation. Without established forms, it is unnecessary 

to set up curricula which represent a crystalized way of life. The 

goal to build the school as am embryonic society while the adult society 

itself is in the process of making is difficult' and• raises questions 

whose solution can be found only through a daily interaction between 



the school and the society That interaction in the various settle- 

ments.faced two pedagogical questions: 1)(Either school has to 

reflect only its immediate society or it has to be rooted deeply 

in the Jewish soci~ety'and cultural heritage as a . whole; and 2) . 

How can a new society, free and democratic on one hand but aiming 

to achieveuniformity in the way of life of its members, on the 

other, settle the contradiction between child-centered school and 

a directed. one supposed to serve social aims? These questions were 

rodted in the controversy' over whether national rejuyenation is 

a process of continuity or a social revolution. In practice, this

issue resulted in a sharp confrontation between the group who 

strongly advocated adoptation of the, progressive bbncepts of educatión,. 

and the other group, led by the official representatives of the Labor 

Movements' institution for education and culture who recommended a 

very selective- choice among, thole concepts. ' These officials argued 
t 

:hat somè pedagogical principles contradict the,Jewish ideas of en-

lightehmen,t, that the knowledge obtained by the•workex's child 

should be equal to that of the d'apjtalit's child, and finally, that 

the time for searching for peàagogical mèthods is past and now 'the 

formulation of .educational. aims, curricula, and methods is needed. 

Within that group, there were those who took an extreme position, 

holding that children must systematically learn the Jewish religion 

and its ceremonies.. 

The argument ágainst that educational approach and policy, 

advanced by the progressives in the Labor Movement, was typical: A 

society in the making, it was claimed, cannot arrive at definite 

curricula since its social forms have not yet crystalized. Formulated 



curricula mean the end of the development process, of searching for 

pew,-ways in the social and the educational areas alike.28 

The second topic, disputed in the public opinion dealt with 

a known problem regarding relations between the individual and the 

sbciety, in particular,these relations in,a socialistic society. A 

Socialiptic democracy is expected to offer a significant measure of lib-

erty and. freedom to its members. and as a consequence to use freedom 

of choiçe and decision. as an educational principle.. However, most 

,of those societies, even though several of them were founded on vol- 

untary membership, were seeking social uniformity and conformity ' 

to assure their ideological fulfillment. Such uniformity related 

to national, e.conomic,..political;'and educational. issues. As in other 

socialistic, radical societies, there were,'in-the Labor Movement in 

Eretz-Israel members who demanded decisive rejection. Of painting the 

youngster with,red brush in order to bring him up as a real socialist. 

The child must be acquainted with various kinds of social realities 

to come to a personal choice. Such an opinion was in accordance with 

the socialistic belief that once a society. becomes socialistic aid 

moral, compulsory means in education are not needed any more. 

However, the most popular opinion was that education based 

on,free choice  without a definite direction, is not a guarantee for 

achieving the main social aim: the continuation of.a communal 

society and the Labor Movement as a whole in Frets-Israel. The 

selection of a tew basic concepts of progressive education and the 

implementation of them in• establishedsgcial fprms became a dominant 

approach toward the end of the twenties and the beginning of the 



thirties. To assure harmony between the two views, there was 

established a school community in which freedom and social direction 

were expected to be implemented simultaneously. The relations•be- 

.tween the school and its immediate adult socie.ty differed from one 

place to another according to the character of the social Unit in 

which the school was operating. Unlike the rural society which 

tended to be reflected in school life, the city school, without an 

immediate social environment, attempted to establish a planned social 

unit in which the educators had a dominant role in outlining and 

creating that social image. 

2. The Educator 

The second charasteeTstic of the stage of Pedagogidal- 

Movement was the dynamic role that the educator played,. The nature 

of this role naturally raises a question which is often stated, 

namely, how balance can be established in terms of progressive education 

between the child-centered.school and the educator's dynamism. The 

educational situation, described and anälized herein; provides an 

answer to this question in setting forth the process which took place 

during this stage. These two elements, supposedly in conflict with 

each other, found clear expression and mutual existence in educational 

work. In addition to participating in the formulation of educational 

aims, the educator played a domiriant part in creating and improving 

the educational framework including curricula, teaching and learning 

methods, and school organization. That pedagogical independence, in-

spired by both social ideology and reality, motivated cooperation 

between educators who worked in the various schools of the•Labor 



'Movement. Such cooperation generally fosters the process of crys- 

talization of educational forms and ultimately .deprives the individ- 

ùal. educator of his indepéndende. Adúcators were in favór of estab- 

lishing common pedagogical bases, of exchanging experiences,     and of 

creating common grganization4 forms. The educators, who had•receiv- 

éd their education as teabhers in traditional as well as modbrn dis - 

ciplines, held regional meetings, offered in-service training courses 

and. even published a periodical called "Our Journal" in which they 

expressed their views regarding pedagogical issues.29 This activity 

was dedtribed and assessed by the supervisor on behalf of the British 

Mandate government in the following words: " ... a relation of trust

exists between parents.and teachers. Parents regard the teachers as 

,,envoys 'of their idéals...relations between teakhers are based on 

30 .mutual assistance,...decisions are made by the board of teachérs.“

3. Work, Learning,'and Social Activity--The Synthesis and Formulation 

'of Educational Foundations  

The third characterittic of the stage of pedagogical move-. 

ment was the process of synthesis which occurred as a result of the 

. alliance, etween the.cohcepts of the new pedagogical outlook and the 

social reality in the making, That synthesis shaped the three corner- 

stones: of Labor Movement education in.Eretz-Israel until the law of 

state eduçation was enacted in 1953. 

Work' 

The formulation of the work as an educational concept was 



very dynamic. ' At` the beginn ing, ~,it derived from the widespread 

concept in Germany of Arbeitschulle,, or, "School of Work".in Dewey'a 

translation'. It•consisted of two elements, manual work and self-

learning by the student.31 At thé time, the first aspect received , 

more attention in Etétz-Israel, because of the connection this 

educational concept had frith the social reality. From the middle of 

the twenties we can identify an inclination ttargue that all edu- 

,,cations advantages are inherent in manual work: work is a means for 

açhieving social aims'and values, such 4s responsibility, morality, 

mutual assistance, dedication, and the like Work gives the social 

frameldork vitality and significance, since children feel that stud 

ent society is a reality to the degree that they are involved in 

making decisions concerning their own life. A farm which. supplies 

their food and a workElhop in which they repair their furniture gives them 

the sense of being 'a society. All these activities demand decisions 

which haver to be made by the society and its institutions. Since the 

main effect of the Labor Movement tended toward returning to a rural 

and agricultural way of life, the pedagogical implications of work 

were extended through the establishment of farms in rural as well as 

in city schools.32 

In addition,a students farm enabled school to be shaped as a re- 

flection of the immediate adult society. Typical of the process is the 

fact that, at the stage of educationa L experimentation, progrespive 

educators'used to rely on the theory that human culture is a function.:: 

of earlier stages of human developnfent,•based qn manual work. In the 

stage of pedagogical movement, there is more and more reliance on a



social  ideology arguing that as the Jewish nation failed in labdr it 

wil•1•heál in labor. This became the motto. for many reformers. 

Religión of Work becamé' a known term in describing this outlook. 

In time, work as a pedagogical means became an independent 

element within the school. •It became a self-contained factor which 

operated without the close connections' it had had 'to learning and to 

social life as the common and basic source for these two other. 

pedagogical elements. 

Learning 

. In a historically significant conference of the Board of 

Culture of the General Organization of the Jewish Workers in Eretz- 

Israel,"!ihich was held in 1928, a distinguished educator 'of the 

iibbutz--the communal and cooperative rural unit -- declared:' "It 

was a time when wek were waiting for the good will of the clild.to learn. 

It was a mistake.... The'Liberty (today) in our schools is á collect- , 

ive one... The individual has freedom as long as he is part of the, 

collective... We came to the conclusion that we can not give up the 

basic knowledge the school has to give AS students  The connection

between work and learning' is a basic need but learning cannot be 

based on work...."33 This statement exemplifies the process that shaped 

learning as a second cornerstone of progressive education throughout 

the stage of, the pedagogical moverent. In learning from work, better 

known as "accidental learning," the child learns only if he has an 

interest to know more about some aspect of his experience. In prac- 

tice, it meant no curricula, no subject matter; and no schedule of 

. courses. instead, gccasional groupings of students found a common 



interest for a while. That approach stressed the integral connectión 

between work and learning and used work as a pedagogical method. 

The more the society crystalized its cultural and social 

forms, the more the school was under pressure to build :a program based 

on these forms and on the Jewish national culture: The approach that 

the worker's child must not be inferior in his edúcation in comparison 

to other children had its supporters, too. These various opinions were 

common at one point. That is to say, the view that it was necessary 

to create close relations between school andbsocial reality was widely 

held. That outlook and those social pressures caused occassional 

learning to be shaped as a new method called The Central Theme. This 

method was described by Paul Blonsky, a distinguished educator at 

the height of the period of the progressive education in the Soviet 

Union: "...that is., a Central Theme in connection with which children 

receive the necessary information concerning nature, labor, and social 

life of mankind."34 The Central Theme became simply a common formula, 

based on a consensus that education must be. connected with current life, 

rather-than being established on scientific and objective concepts. The 

meaning of life 'was the•key for the selection of educational tiemes and 

 their   contents. In the progressive education of the society we deal 

with, the very beginning of formulating the Central Theme method was 

based on the social and cultural realities created by the'society 

surrounding the school and on the developmental stages of children. 

 Later, in the thirties, it was focussed on social and ideological trends 

emphasizing class conflict. Acquaintance with and loyalty to symbols; 

institutions, and.. organizations played a significant role in such 



educational activity. 

Social Activity  

"Children Society"came to be the Israeli term describing 

the result of the process of social activity which took place during 

the three stages of development of progressivé.education described 

here. The first, bath theoretically and practically, stressed the 

mutual dependence of experience and environment and consequently, 

the dependence between the individual and the social group. This was an 

adoptation of the &sic concept of progressive education, that 

educational experiment is based on' interaction between the individual 

and those èxterná1 conditions that surround tim.35  As long as the 

adult society shaped its forms, it was accepted that the school was 

to be organized and operated as a prototype of this society. 

Reflection of Social issues meant more and more reviewing of 

the quality of relations between the adult community and the-children's 

society 

Morality, mutual assistancé, self-sufficiency, and productive 

work were the main values which constituted the content•of that social 

activity. The educational direction was supposed to turn these values and 

social concepts into habits of life. The children's society was gener= 

ally described as one which produces for itself what it needs, based 

on national and socialistic interests and ideas and on the social reality 

in its day-to-day activity. From the pedagogical point of view it

could bq defined as a transition form individuál freedom to collective

freedom, from child-centered to society-centered school. As the means 



of thé educational system were develóped during the thirties, the 

liberty--both of the individual child and of his society--to coop- 

erata in making decisions in pedagogical issues was reduced. At 

the time, the children's society, like work and learning, became, 

a self-contained educational area while its autonomy was reduced. 

A Central Theme as a primary means of learning, the farm 

as a practical expression of work, and children's society as.an 

embryónic community--this became the sequence of synthesis that 

occurred mainly during .the latter half of the twenties between . 

progressive educational theory and the labor Movement's ideas 

and practices 

V. Stage C: From Pedagogical Movement to Educational System  

The Thirties  

Toward the end of the third decade of the century, the 

.pressure for organizing educ4ion iñ the Labor Movement on institu- 

ional foundations was increased. The Board of Culture and Education 

of the General Organization of the Workers discussed at leñgth. the 

question .of education and the relations between it an the Labor.' 

Movement. As a result, several decisions were made, which were in-  

tended to achieve two goals: The first taas.confirmation of educational 

reality, which consisted of three main sub-streams, according to tare 

nature of the social background of the school: the city, the kibbutz, 

and the moshav (an agricultural settlement based on a combination of 

communal and private principles). The second decision, significant 

to our essay, defined the common aims of those sub-streams in the 

education of workers' children and epacted administrative regulations 



which meant the formal beginning of a new stage, á transition to an 

established education. The main aim of education was defined as:, 

"The learning of Jewish and general studies in accordance with the 

precepts of the Jewish Labor Movement in the country, the farm and 

the children's society are the foundations of education in the schools 

36 of workers' children."

Inevitably, boththe goal and the result of that policy were. 

to keep authority in the hands of the central institution in charge 

of the educational system of the Labor Movement. The general statement, 

that the function of those schools is to educate in the spirit of the 

Labor Movement, reveals the direction of the process which took effect 

through out the thirties. The need for centralization was felt not 

only because of the acute class and social dispute the Labor Movement 

faced, but also because the .Labor Mpvement itself consisted of various 

movements and parties. The more those social frameworks pecamé homo-

geneous and centralized themSelves, the more the Labor Movement as 'a 

whole turned into a kind of federation of social units based on a 

common platform and common institutions. The same situation occurred 

in education also. Education in the communal villages'was organized in 

different ways since  those villages differed  in social and political

outlook. The direct contact between teachers from various places 

decreased and the central administration became a means of communica-

tion between them. The pedagogical elements which characterized the 

synthesis between progressive concepts in education and social and 

national ideas became stable and were used as common forms of the edu 

cational•systeme 



That stage of development was characterized by the transition 

of education from being inspired by and related to its close 

and immediate environment to-being dependent on the Labor Movement

as a whole, its political interests, institutions, and symbols. The 

school, to fulfill its destiny, was then necessarily directed by 

social needs, interests, and aims, and formulated by social institu-

tions which presented a complicated system of new social values and' 

political heterogeneity in a period of social struggle. 

The linkage between education and life became  the focus of the 

educational outlook and policy of the labor movement. The reality, 

consisting of social and national contrasts and disputes, receivéd tremérr 

dous attention,'mainly in the school environment aiid by teacher-student 

conversations; but also through the curriculum of the humanities. 

Implied teachings of the Jewish cultural heritage, such as the social 

approach of the prophets, were used extensively. That period was 

marked also by increasing influence of educationists and ideologists 

who criticized the pedagogical approach, adapted practically by the . 

European trends in progressive education. Z. Bernfeld ,37 and M. Adler38 

warned of,the inability of,this kind of education to bring about a 

change in the traditional capitalistic system.- They-viewed the-new 

school as a way insubordinate children were educated into obedience to 

a social sygtem that' the progressive education should have been striv-

ing to replace. Adler claimed- that socialistic education can not be 

neutral but must face social controversies ind choose a definite 

direction. 

. According to this outlook, the ideals, the objectives, 



the functions, and the institutions of the Labor Movement became 

the central force in the formulation and direction of the education 

of workers' children. The link between education and political goals 

served as a pedagogical paradigm that moved from one extreme, it is 

to say the child as a pedagogical center, toward the ether extreme 

of society and its objectives, as the focus ofeducational process. 

The main feature of this stage was the construction of pedagogical tools 

and regúlations that cháracterize an educational system. More and more 

emphasis was put on•the school as an instrument of the labor Movement 

in order to educate a generation with a deep national and socialistic 

awareness. The central institution appointed supervisors and teachers, 

decided on positions,'established a central educational periodical, 

and formulated the first common curricula, which came out in 1937: 

In 1935, just at the peak of social dispute and tension, a 

 protocol was signed between the central committee of the General 

Organization of the Jewish Workers and the National Committee concern-

ing the joining of the educational system of the Labor Movement to the 

central administrative system of the Jewish community. In exchange, 

it was stated that certain privileges, as a part of pedagogical in- 

dependence would be maintained: 'the right to celebrate May Day, to

wave a red flag in schools, and to interpret contemporary issues 

-according to the spirit and interests of the Labor Movement.. 39 A 

flare-up ensues among politicians in the national institutions and 'mainly 

An public opinion. The Labor Movement was blamed for creating two 

nations in Eretz-Israel because of its separate and isolated system. 



These three privileges were denounced as expressions of national 

separatism. It was argued that the educational system had become 

a. political means.• Natural]y, this tension and confrontation, which 

reflected the quality 'of the dispute within the Jewish community on its 

way to national`'soveriegnty, brought the educational system of the 

Labor Movement to a more st±ict centralization... 

Toward the end of the thirties, social tension was reduced. 

Ín 1939,' the General Board of Education of the workers' children 

was gathered for the decision to give up administrative independence 

while keeping completely pedagogical rights. This convention was 

named by its participants as a turning point. In fact, the political 

events of 1939 mafked a new era in the world and in Eretz-Israel also. 

Political events, mainly World War II, changed the direction of emphasis. 

In this new reality the links between the various social and political 

groups in Eretz-Israel were emphasized. Later on,'the edúcational 

system of the' Labor Movemert;grew in accordance with the increasing 

power of the Labor Movement in the political spectrum. As .was mentioned 

above, since Israel was established the idea of statehood became wide-

spread while the old construction of sub-systems in education was 

denounced more and more as useless in the new social and national

reality. In 1953, they were replaced by a uniform system in education. 

VI. Summary and Conclusions  

The fate of progressive educators and their ideas has not been

the same j.n all societies: Most of those societies which during this 

century adopted the basic concepts of progressive education have gone 



through a process of self-shaping. Societies whose backgrounds were 

ch.aractez'ized by anti-traditional or even' revolutionary outlook, and 

which in practice had a.degree of communal life, were 1.nclined to co- 

operate with the new education. However, as the process of social 

formation advanced, the possibility of complete and pure achievement 

of the new educational concepts was reduced or diminished. Educa-

tors whose loyalty to their educational beliefs was stronger than 

their social consciousness found themselves on the edge of the eduat-

Tonal mainstream and veroften chose to leave and re-develop small 

educational units, that is to say, they returned to the experimental 

stager Many others, who adjusted to the changes which took place in 

the social constructions, found themselves in a quite different 

situation,-)not only as agents of the new society, but also as envoys . 

of adjusted educational theory. Such a process is reflected typically 

in the writings of a.prominent leader of progressive education in Eretz-

Israel, M. Beigel, who became in the early thirties the supervisor of 

the educational system of the Labor Movement. A review.of his articles 

onfirms the basic assumption êxpressed in this paper, that progressive 

education in Eretz-Israel, since its fundamental concepts were 

adopted by the Labor Movement has gone through three stages described

and analyzed above. In 1922, in an article€called "Education of Work 

and Nationalism,"40 he described the nature of education through 

work,  and listed the following principles: 1) liberation of the young 

generation from subordination to the book; 2) liberation of 'infants 

from the enforcement of.educational methods; 3) delivery of the center 

of education from the child's eyes to his hands and muscles; 4) libpr- 



ation of the creative will of, the student; 5) increase of the value 

of work and the worker within the society; 6) increase of the influ-

ence of the immediate surroundings on school activity. 

He added: "Education of work is not an issue of content, 

but of anew educational method which can...change the.spiritúal 

quality of the next generation." Although claiming that thosé prin-

ciples had to be implemented moderately in the, Jewish culture, he 

insisted that such principles are the only guarantee of moulding a 

new manin order to achieve a national rejuvenation. 

In 1928,/toward the end of the pedagogical movement stage,

in describing.theschool of workers' children in the city he argued: 

"The aim is not only'to train the child's muscles to work and tq reach 

habits. of work, but also to develop his feeling that manual work i5 

one of the main foundations of man's life and one of the primary means

in building the country and creating a new society in it. The creation 

of a new societyjis our central idea and as such it has to be the cen- 

tral-focus of education. "41 

In 1934, in the stags termed an educational system he stated 

categorically: "...It is riot the method that is important but the 

personality of the teacher. ...It is necessary to bring the teacher. 

close to the destiny and ideas of the working society...." 42

Any attempt to compare the course of thé progressive education 

in Eretz-Israel'to its course in other societiés démands a systematic 

comparative analysis. In general, it seems accurate to say that we 

can find a similar process of development of progressive education in 

the Soviet Union.43. The same stages of development may be identified,

although they occurred in qúite a different social realm. In Eretz- 



.Israel a new society, based on national foundations was created to 

further a common national goal. The Jewish community in Eretz-Israel 

was a voluntary demdcracy whosé charàcter was shaped through a contir 

uous confrontation between social groups 'or classes with different

social and national outlooks; however, in no way can we describe it as 

founded.on economic or industrial concepts. In the Soviet Union; during . 

the twenties, which were described as the period of experimentation or 

romanticism,44  the dependence of Pedagogical •activity.on the p1 ilieal 

authorities and their representatives was completed'. Even in the early 

twenties, changes in pedagogical methods were conditioned by the con- 

sent or thé  decree of authorities. 

What made the process of the development of progressive educa-

tion in Eretz-Israel exceptional is the fact that during the stage of 

the pedagogical movement,there were attempts to create a central au-

thority'based on economic dependence and on ideological persuasion 

typical of democracy. However, during. the thirties, when an educational 

system for workers' children was brought into existence., we can easily 

identify characteristics which were laid down in previous periodsy 

such. characteristics as learning by the Central Theme  method, school 

farms, an active student society friendl relations between teachers 

and students, and certain pedagogical authoiTty, still in the hands 

of the educator. It is obvious that this difference id a result of 

the character of the, society and the nature of the processes which 

took place within it. However, that meaningful difference, does not 

change the nature of our basic assumption defined in the introduction 

of this paper: ad ptation of new theories in education, iti particular 

those which hold a social dimension, has been found historically as 



prerequisite for reaching a desirable stage of a pedagogical move-

ment, Such an adaptation based.on'the perception that new social 

order can be achieved by the cooperation among new types of individ- 

uals. New education is expected to share in creating these working, 

dynamic and creative individuals. Since alliance between the sociyal 

outlook and educational concepts has been achieved, the metamorphosis 

of educational.concepts has become a function of the social process, 

of its direction and of the stable forms which finally came into being. 
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